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F O C U S  O N  C O M M U N I C A T I O N

F E A T U R E :

Alarming the network: 
Acquiring and consolidating network element 
management data to enhance network reliability
By Doug Baar and Andrew Peck

W ith businesses expecting 
carrier-grade availability 
and reliability for critical 

telecommunications and data net-
working services, day-to-day network 
management of operational status and 
alarming data for each network element 
is becoming a must. In this article, Doug 
and Andrew discuss how management 
data available within a network can 
be used to develop a capable network 
management system. The management 
data in question range from informa-
tion on relatively static objects, such as 
names or configuration parameters that 
may be set once and seldom retrieved, 
to dynamic objects such as CPU health 
and temperature readings that can flag 
anomalies. However, access to this man-
agement data can be challenging, as it 
depends on physical and protocol access 
to the management interfaces of each 
network element. Nevertheless, all data 
available must be consolidated before 
a network management system can 
 successfully make monitoring, notifi-
cation, and response integral parts of 
the network architecture.

Central versus on-site access
The design of an effective network man-
agement system balances needs for cen-
tralized, remote, and on-site access and 
surveillance of installed equipment. Truly 
large networks may have management 
functions occurring at a local, regional, 
national, and even an international Net-
work Operation Center (NOC). Even 
modestly sized networks will divide some 
management functions between central 
and remote sites, even if only between 
a workstation and an equipment closet 
elsewhere in the same building.

The high cost of maintaining personnel 
and equipment spares at remote sites 
en courages centralizing network man-

agement. In addition, an operator at a 
remote site is unlikely to have the global 
perspective to make optimal maintenance 
decisions. Also, certain functions such 
as traffic analysis, performance manage-
ment, and fault management are often 
best performed at a central location.

On the other hand, some functions can 
occur only at the physical site of the man-
aged equipment, with hardware manage-
ment interfaces directly accessible only 
over local buses, ports, or scan points. 
Introducing proxy agents at the remote 
site can solve this problem and stream-
line the movement of data from these 
interfaces to the NOC by translating local 
data streams into some other protocol. 
Hardware maintenance requires on-site 
technicians. Therefore local access to 
fault-diagnosis data must be maintained 
to view the management information that 
triggered a site visit in the first place.

Centralized network management intro-
duces two challenges to network manage-
ment system design. First, the required 
bandwidth and number of distinct data 
channels needed to monitor remote sites 
increases with the number of sites. If the 
NOC must communicate directly with 
each remotely accessible network ele-
ment, the cost of bandwidth may become 
prohibitive. Second, a NOC needs timely 
status for all elements of the network. 
Continuous network availability demands 
anomaly detection within seconds. How-
ever, requiring a NOC to directly poll 
every remote network element may pre-
clude timely fault detection.

Heterogeneity of network 
elements
Network management must tie together 
various network types, from Competitive 
Local Exchange Carriers (CLEC) to 
Data Local Exchange Carriers (DLEC), 

to basic enterprise and IT infrastructure. 
Network elements, no matter where in 
a network, must have some method for 
reporting their status and respond to con-
trol commands through an interface. The 
information content at any interface may 
be very sparse, as with a binary open/
closed indicator, or very rich, as with the 
huge array of settings and status typical 
of a CPU running a full UNIX operating 
system. Therefore, ensuring network ele-
ments present information in a heteroge-
neous manner at a frame or other element 
grouping is key. 

Several problems for designers of man-
agement systems arise from this diversity 
of data and interfaces: 

■   Accessing the interfaces of all 
managed network elements requires 
many combinations of hardware and 
protocols.

■   Information may be available 
through dedicated, out-of-
bandwidth management channels 
or via in-bandwidth monitoring and 
surveillance.

■   Management interfaces of many 
network elements, such as dry 
contacts or serial lines, are not 
designed for remote access and may 
require some type of proxy capability 
to access them.

It is also important to note that a network 
view consisting of complete, detailed man-
agement information is not necessar-
ily optimal. It is often more practical to 
filter views of system management in-
formation. For example, many of todayʼs 
systems incorporating third-party com-
ponents uniformly define alarm levels 
across all system components. This 
allows operators to quickly recognize the 
existence of a problem and decide where 
to look for more detailed data.
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Toward a network management 
solution
Designing an effective network manage-
ment system requires addressing the need
to gather and consolidate network man-
agement data from disparate sources. 
Numerous standards for network man-
agement architectures and protocols have
emerged in the last two decades. The Tel-
ecommunications Management Network 
(TMN) standard contains an Element Man-
agement Layer (EML) in its five-layer 
model. An EML is implemented by an 
Element Management System (EMS) that
communicates with each network element
under it in each element s̓ native proto-
col, then communicates northward to a 
Network Management Layer using what-
ever protocol is appropriate.

Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) development has also recog-
nized the need for consolidation at remote 
sites in several Internet Engineering Task 
Force Requests For Comment. Agent Ex-
tensibility (RFC 2741 – Agent X) with its 
master and sub-agent structure, acknowl-
edges that managed devices may be col-
lections of individually manageable com-
ponents. Remote Network Monitor (RFC 
1757) specifies the management informa-
tion content of remote probes that gather 
history and statistics and define alarm con-
ditions, and may be in constant or intermit-
tent contact with a centralized manager.

The market has produced few alarm 
product solutions. Many vendors embed 
management capabilities within their 
products, but there is still a clear need for 
dedicated platforms that support remote 
acquisition and consolidation of network 
management data from many network 
elements. A few vendors have offered 
such platforms under the rubric alarm 
panel, but none has supplied a compre-
hensive and flexible solution.

A dedicated network management alarm 
panel requires:

■   Monitoring data points, such as dry 
contact relays and analog sensors, 
that can only be accessed locally with 
a hardware presence at the equipment 
level that includes a variety of 
interfaces to communicate with all 
network elements.

■   Consolidating data streams from 
those network elements that have 
embedded, remotely accessible 
management interfaces using a 
software presence conversant with 
appropriate management protocols.

■   Polling various interfaces locally and 
limiting bandwidth required by the 
NOC to detect status changes using 
a software presence to conduct local 
monitoring.

■   Translating management protocols 
used by various network elements to 
a form suitable for communication 
with the NOC using a software 
presence conversant with appropriate 
management protocols.

■   Supporting various standard 
network management protocols, 
including SNMP.

■   Remotely accessing the network and 
serial maintenance ports of all devices 
that the platform is responsible for.

■   Customizing the platform to the 
needs of any network via a highly 
configurable menu of options built 
into the platform or a convenient 
programming environment allowing 
the customer to develop proprietary 
enhancements.

■   Monitoring and managing legacy 
voice switches as well as emerging 
technology elements.

■   The computing power to support all 
of these requirements.

GNP’s Alert!Panel
GNP is introducing a new Alert!Panel 
that embodies all of the above features. 
Based on a programmable 32-bit processor 
running Linux, the Alert!Panel includes
an embedded terminal server, multiple
hardware sensors, Ethernet ports, and a
PCMCIA slot for expansion. This is all 
in a 1U tall rack-mountable unit. It is 
accessible through dual Ethernet channels, 
serial console, and a front panel LCD. The 
Alert!Panel is a fully customizable platform 
that supports network management applica-
tions and consolidation of network manage-
ment information at the equipment level. 
Alert!Panel hardware and software resources 
are outlined in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

Programmability makes the Alert!Panel 
customizable, enabling proprietary appli-
cations development and the selection 
of standard tools and applications. The 
customer may adapt the Alert!Panel to fit 
many different management frameworks: 

■   A standalone network management 
station.

■   A simple agent in an SNMP managed 
network.

Core CPU  A 32-bit processor loaded with an industry-
standard Linux operating system; program 
storage is provided by onboard fl ash memory.

PCMCIA or USB Ports  PCMCIA for peripherals or additional stor age; 
USB ports provide additional program and 
data storage as well as a means of carrying 
information to and from the unit.

Programmable Front Panel  LCD to provide convenient access to alarm 
panel functions for the onsite technician; 
also completely programmable for end-user 
customization.

Alarm LEDs  LEDs for status and critical/major/minor alarms.

Control Outputs  An array of bi-state outputs for use in 
controlling auxiliary devices such as fans or 
audible alarms.

Hardware Sensors   An array of hardware sensors used to monitor 
dry contact outputs of network elements and 
environmental sensors.

Serial Ports  An array of serial ports connects hardware 
components in the frame to console ports. 
These ports can be used via an integrated 
terminal server or as direct terminal 
connections.

Network Ports   Ethernet ports for dedicated communications 
with a NOC and for communication with 
management agents embedded in network 
elements.

Table 1
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■   SNMP master or remote monitoring 
agent.

■   A platform using a completely 
proprietary protocol.

Figure 1 shows the Alert!Panel. In addition 
to customizable software, the Alert!Panel 
offers many additional hardware con-
figuration and customization options. 
For example, while the Alert!Panel is 
delivered with certain functions pre-
programmed, users can use application-
level libraries to easily customize the 
embedded firmware. Similarly, the front 
panel LCD display can be modified using 
application-level libraries, allowing any 
application running on the alarm panel 
to display text information on the screen. 
Similar tools enable tailoring front-panel 
LED use and facilitate interaction with a 
wide range of hardware sensors and dry 
contact outputs. 

The power and flexibility built into 
the Alert!Panel is crucial to detect any 
trouble from any type of network element 
quickly and send appropriate notifica-
tions to a NOC. By integrating various 
third-party network elements within a 
framework for management, Alert!Panel 
is the first alarm panel introduced on the 
market to solve the total network man-
agement problem. Using the Alert!Panel, 
carriers will be able to ensure that service 
recovery actions are taken quickly to iso-
late problems and repair failed network 
elements. 
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Linux Operating System   Ample memory to support development of 
custom application software.

Development Environment   To supplement a standard UNIX development 
environment, GNP provides tools to cross-
compile applications and download binaries to 
the core processor in addition to application-
level libraries for all hardware functions (e.g., 
LCD, hardware sensors). This combined facility 
speeds application development.

SNMP  GNP supplies an extensible SNMPv2 agent 
that implements relevant groups from MIB-2 
(RFC 1213) with additional groups to provide 
status and control for hardware sensors. This 
agent can be confi gured to run as an AgentX 
sub-agent (RFC 2741).  A trap agent is also 
provided with confi gurable parameters for 
sensor event notifi cations, including edge 
and level triggers and response time.

Command Line Interface  Login via console and telnet is available to 
the internal CPU, providing the operator with 
the full power and fl exibility of a UNIX system 
prompt. GNP also provides an alternative 
Command Line Interface (CLI) in the form of 
a shell with uniform syntax to access alarm 
panel control and maintenance functions.

Web Support   An Apache Web server is provided along with 
a simple Web interface to the same functions 
as the CLI.

Table 2
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glossary
CLI – Command Line Interface
 Text-based user interface (as opposed to a Graphical 
User Interface).

EML – Element Management Layer
Second from bottom layer in five-layer TMN Network 
Management Architecture.

EMS – Element Management Station
Implementation of EML or any platform used to 
“manage” a collection of network elements.

ITU-T – International Telecommunications 
Union-Telecommunications 

NOC – Network Operations Center
A location from which the operation of a network or 
internet is monitored. Additionally, this center usually 
serves as a clearinghouse for connectivity problems 
and efforts to resolve those problems. (Definition from 
FOLDOC)

RFC – Request for Comment
Published document of the IETF containing a draft or full 
standard for the Internet. SNMP, for example, is defined 
by an extensive list of RFCs.www.ietf.org/rfc.html

SNMP – Simple Network Management 
Protocol
An evolving collection of standards for structuring man-
agement data. www.snmp.com
 
TMN – Telecommunications Management 
Network
A body of standards defined by 
the ITU-T as a reference model for the architecture, 
design, and implementation of telecommunication man-
agement systems.
www.iec.org/online/tutorials/tmn/


